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Abstract—Fallback authentication, the process of recovering
access to an account if the primary authenticator is forgotten
or lost, is of significant importance in real-world applications.
A variety of mechanisms are deployed, ranging from secondary
channels (such as email and SMS), over personal knowledge
questions (such as the “mother’s maiden name”) to social authentication (such as vouching-based approaches). One central
difference with primary authentication is that the elapsed time
between enrollment and authentication can be much longer,
typically in the range of years. However, few of the mechanisms
used today have been studied over such long time-spans, making
claims about their usability difficult to generalize to real-world
applications. Additionally, most past studies have considered one
or two mechanisms only, and deriving a meaningful comparison
of a relevant number of mechanisms from the individual datapoints is not easy. In this work in progress paper, we report on the
design of a usability study that we will use to study the usability
of authentication mechanisms over a more realistic time-frame of
up to 18 months, and will provide a fair comparison of the four
most widely used fallback authentication schemes. We present
results of a pre-study with 74 participants that ran over 4 weeks
and indicates that schemes based on email and SMS are more
usable. Mechanisms based on designated trustees and personal
knowledge questions, on the other hand, fall short, both in terms
of convenience and efficiency.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Fallback authentication is the mechanism for recovering
access to an account after the primary authenticator is lost (the
literature also uses the terms backup authentication, emergency
authentication, recovery authentication, last-resort authentication, or account recovery). It plays an important role for realworld applications of authentication, as administrators have to
deal with forgotten passwords and lost security tokens on a
regular basis [18], [35], [30], and manual account recovery
can be expensive [10].
The security requirements are equal to those of primary
authentication systems, which are used on a daily basis, as fallback authentication forms another means by which the system
can be accessed. A weak fallback authentication mechanism
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compromises the security of the overall system in the same
way a weak primary authentication scheme does, as illustrated
by the prominent “Celebgate” hack in 2014 [36] or other
prominent account takeover attempts [17].
In contrast to this, the requirements for fallback authentication regarding usability are different from the requirements
for primary authentication:
i. Long-Term memorability is more critical, as the period
between enrollment and authentication is almost always
longer for fallback authentication. Fallback authentication
is also not supported by the rehearsal that results from
frequent entry and supports the memorability of more
frequently used forms of authentication. The usage of
multi-factor authentication (MFA) would support this
learning process as users are required to provide additional codes from electronic mails (emails), short message
service (SMS), or mobile applications on a regular basis.
However, the adoption rates of MFA are minimal [21]
which is why it is not recommendable to take these
authentication forms as a given.
ii. Authentication time is less critical to fallback authentication, because it is a relatively rare action, and is not
intended to take place frequently.
iii. Rate-limiting can be much stricter than for primary authentication (e. g., in the order of a few authentication
attempts per day).
Probably the most typical example of a fallback authentication process is a reset link which is sent via email to a user.
By clicking on the link the user is directed to a page where
a new password can be set. Other approaches require the user
to provide a reset code that was sent via SMS or to answer
previously set personal knowledge questions (PKQs).
Research on fallback authentication is complicated by the
required long spans between enrollment and authentication.
Work on Google’s security questions gives some details about
the usage of fallback authentication in the wild [3], and reports
a nearly linear relation between the time passed and the number
of users who used the fallback system. After approximately
150 days (4.9 months) 30 % of the users initiated a reset while
50 % did after 330 days (12.8 months) and 70 % after 540 days
(17.8 months).
Several papers studied the usability of fallback authentication schemes. However, very few measure memorability after

more than 6 months, or test more than a single scheme. Based
on those observations we developed the following research
questions that we like to answer by conducting a long-term
user study:
RQ1:

RQ2:
RQ3:

providers to agree on one mechanism is challenging and
requires comparative, long-term analyses. Bonneau et al. [2]
compared several fallback authentication schemes, including
email, SMS, designated trustees, and PKQs, but only synthesized individual analyses [6], [31], [37].

Given the same conditions, how do the considered
fallback authentication schemes perform in terms
of success rate, time required, user sentiment,
dropout rate, and user burdening?
Which
fallback
authentication
scheme
performs best given realistic recall times of
6/12/18 months?
Which usability issues arise when using fallback
authentication after 6/12/18 months?
II.

In a subsequent work Bonneau et al. [3] directly compared
different schemes and demonstrated a higher recovery rate
for SMS (81 %), and email (75 %), than for PKQs (61 %).
However, they did not consider the elapsed time between
account creation and recovery claim.
III.

FALLBACK AUTHENTICATION S CHEMES

Several approaches are used for fallback authentication, and
many more have been proposed in the literature. We discuss
the most relevant in the following.

BACKGROUND

As different fallback authentication schemes have been
proposed within the last years, many researchers have also
analyzed the usability of those schemes. One of the first
contributions came from Zviran and Haga [40]. In their paper
from 1990, they introduced and analyzed the concept of a
cognitive password which is nowadays known under the term
PKQ. They demonstrated a higher recall rate of this novel
approach compared to a conventional password as well as a
low recall rate by even closely related persons. However, this
conclusion originates from a time when social media platforms
with users indirectly posting the answers to their security
questions did not exist yet.

A. Secondary Channel
One of the most common techniques is to use a secondary
channel that has been set up while the user still had access to
the account.
a) Email: When using email as secondary channel, one
registers an email address (often specifically for the recovery)
while still having access to the account. In case access to the
account is lost, the account recovery can be initiated using
the account name only. The service provider sends an email
containing a link or a reset code to the person who initiated
the process, and by clicking on the link or typing in the code
on a special page, the user is able to set a new password.
Alternatively, a temporary password can be sent, with a forced
reset after using it.

Newer studies [26], [31], [20], [24] came to a different
conclusion: in today’s presence of personal information on the
Internet and especially in social networks PKQs do not provide
the initially intended level of security and usability.
Simson L. Garfinkel wrote an article promoting the use
of emails for authentication in 2003 [12]. He argues that this
approach is highly deployable as the required infrastructure
to send emails already exists and the known security risks
are manageable considering the widespread usage by various
services.

b) SMS: Using SMS as a secondary channel is very
similar to email-based recovery, but instead of an email address, a phone number is linked with the account. For account
recovery, an SMS is sent that contains a reset code.
As for the email scenario, it is also possible to send links
although this only makes sense if the user has a smartphone.
Otherwise, the usability is negatively affected as the link needs
to be copied manually into a web browser. If password-based
authentication is used, a third option is to send a temporary
password.

Another approach uses SMS instead of email. In 2015,
Bonneau et al. [3] analyzed the account recovery processes at
Google. There, a SMS-based scheme had the highest success
rates followed by email recovery and PKQs. Nevertheless, the
researchers also identified a disadvantage of this approach. The
scheme requires having possession of the phone thus a user
who has not got the phone within reach, cannot use SMS for
account recovery.

B. Social Authentication

Brainard et al., in turn, proposed a novel group of social
authentication schemes in 2006 [6] and involved designated
trustees of a user in the recovery process. While they were
researchers at RSA Security and based their scheme on the
proprietary hardware authentication token SecurID, Schechter
et al. generalized the idea using email addresses [32]. Although
the results suggested that using designated trustees is not as
efficient as other schemes, the new approach showed a high
success rate. In their experiment, 17 out of 19 participants who
contacted their designated trustees were able to successfully
complete the recovery process.

Social authentication describes a class of mechanisms that
rely on “who you know,” i. e., information about one’s social
graph.
c) Designated Trustees: For using designated trustees,
the user selects several contacts while still having access to
the account. The initial proposal by Schechter et al. [32] from
2009 used email addresses entered by the user to identify the
designated trustees, while later implementations by Facebook
allowed users to select the trustees from their friend list. For
account recovery, the trustees will receive reset codes, and a
subset of the reset codes is required to regain access to the
account.

The presented works depict the diversity of different fallback authentication schemes. The subsequent task for service
2

TABLE I: The considered fallback authentication schemes as well as the security assumption they rely on.
Scheme

Description

Security Assumption

Email
SMS
Designated Trustees
PKQ
Browser Fingerprint

Click on reset link sent to registered email account
Provide reset code sent via SMS to a registered phone number
Provide reset codes sent to registered trusted contacts
Answer security questions referring to personal knowledge
Fingerprint including IP address, geolocation, and user agent

Secrecy of the channel and access to the email
Secrecy of the channel and access to the phone
Ability of trusted contacts to only share the reset code with the user
Difficulty to correctly guess the answers (targeted and trawling attacks)
Difficulty to obtain and mimic the user’s precise browser fingerprint

of installed browser plugins and fonts, screen resolution, used
OS, and browser version. Due to its intended use case, i. e.,
being part of an “arms race” between attackers and defenders,
not much about browser fingerprinting-based security systems
is known [14]. In 2018, Google disclosed not only to collect
browser fingerprints but to also monitor user behavior to drive
their authentication decision [21].

d) Friends Selected at Recovery Time: Another social
recovery scheme, called Trusted Friends, was introduced by
Facebook in October 2011 [8]. It allowed the selection of
trusted friends, from a list of active friends, after the access
was lost. In May 2013, Facebook introduced a redesign, called
Trusted Contacts [9], which is constrained in the selection of
friends in an attempt to avoid attacks that selected recentlyadded fake friends under the control of an attacker [19]. Similar
to before, each of those contacts receives instructions on how
to obtain a reset code, and by providing three of those codes,
the user can perform a password reset.

E. Helpdesk
As a last resort, services sometimes offer an option
for users who forgot their password to contact or visit a
helpdesk [10]. The high costs of employing support personnel
and maintaining helpdesks can lead to reconsiderations of
deployed security mechanisms [29], [18]. The authentication
via support employees often happens via soft factors. This
includes personally identifiable information like the name, the
address, the date of birth and account usage questions like
the date of account registration or parts of the credit card
number registered with the account. There are many examples
of targeted attacks that exploited this particularly insecure way
of fallback authentication [17].

e) Knowledge About the Social Graph: A third approach is to generate questions about a user’s social graph.
The idea was first proposed by Yardi et al. [39] in 2008, who
based a prototype implementation on the social information
that is provided by Facebook. The system uses the social
network graph as well as auxiliary information like photos
with tags of the shown persons to authenticate users. This is
done by presenting photos from the user’s database and asking
questions, for example about the names of the photographed
persons or the date the photo was taken. In 2011 Facebook
adopted the idea to provide an additional barrier in case a
suspicious login is detected. The underlying idea is that an
attacker who might have been able to obtain the password for
an account does not know the corresponding social graph and
is therefore not able to answer the questions correctly.

We plan to conduct a long-term user study in order to find
answers to our proposed research questions. Subsequently, we
explain the design of this study.

C. Personal Knowledge Questions

A. Selected Schemes & Implementations

Personal knowledge questions are a form of knowledgebased authentication, that tests already known information, by
answering questions about past experiences. The user typically
selects the questions during the initial account setup from a
predefined list of questions. Some services allow users to create
security questions on their own as well. For account reset, the
questions need to be answered whereby a certain variation may
be allowed to tolerate different spellings.

Based on the overview given in Section III, we selected five
fallback authentication schemes that are tested in our study.
An overview is given in Table I, and parts of the different
enrollment phases are displayed in Figure 1.

IV.

S TUDY D ESIGN

1) Email: The schemes using a secondary channel are
among the most widely used fallback authentication schemes,
as they can be implemented universally, and typically have
reasonable usability, albeit their security can be problematic.
The email scheme is probably the most common form of
fallback authentication [5]. It is often easy to implement as
users provide an email address during account registration,
which then can be used for fallback authentication as well.

D. Browser Fingerprinting
Browser fingerprinting is a strategy often used to improve
overall account security. The underlying idea is to collect
information about the user’s browser and location each time the
user visits the website and compare it to the data from previous
sessions. Assuming an attacker is not able to precisely mimic
the formerly used system, it is thus possible to distinguish legit
and malicious login attempts. The collected information may
include, among other things, IP, user agent, and referrer, as well
as, client-side features like language settings, window size,
time zone, canvas-, local storage-, and WebGL support, hashes

We use a straightforward implementation of the idea. We
inform participants that the email address will be used to
invite them for future rounds of the study, so they do not use
throwaway email addresses, but we do not send verification
emails, and we implemented a feature to update the stored
email address. For recovery, the participant needs to state the
email address, which is then matched against the database. If
the email exists, we send a link to a password reset page.
3

(a) Email

(b) SMS

(c) Designated Trustees

(d) PKQ

Fig. 1: The pages on which the information for the different fallback schemes is provided. The form of the email scheme shown
in Figure 1a is the standard form that all participants have to complete to create their account.

2) SMS: While this approach is also very frequently used,
it differs from the email scheme in that a different channel
with different security properties is used. More importantly,
SMS are typically received on another device with potentially
increased security, but decreased usability as another device
needs to be accessed. The NIST currently discourages the use
of SMS as a second factor for primary authentication [15].
Still, it is widely used for fallback authentication in practice.

interface to update the list of trustees. For account recovery,
the trustees receive an email with a reset code, and instructions
to relay the code to the owner of the account. We explicitly ask
them only to pass the code once they verified the participant’s
identity. For a successful recovery, two out of three codes are
required.
Many forms of social fallback authentication can only be
implemented by social networks. This form by Schechter et
al. [32] can reasonably be implemented by almost any website,
and we expect it to share many usability properties with
related implementations by social networks. We assume, the
main difference being the much less comfortable selection of
trustees during account creation and the potential to insert nonexisting email addresses into the form. Thus, we verify the
existence of the provided address by sending an email to it. In
the case the email cannot be delivered, we ask participants to
provide other trusted contacts.

During setup we ask for the user’s mobile phone number,
explicitly giving account recovery as the reason. Users may
be hesitant giving out mobile numbers to websites for privacy
reasons. We expect this to be true for both our study as well
as real-world use. For account reset, we send a confirmation
code via SMS, which the participant needs to enter in a form
to reset the password. We do not disclose the phone number
during the reset for privacy reasons.
3) Designated Trustees: We selected the designated trustee
scheme for our study in a variant very similar to the one studied
by Schechter et al. [32]. During account creation, participants
are asked to give email addresses of three friends, where we
explicitly state account recovery as the reason. We offer an

4) Personal Knowledge Questions: Due to severe security
issues [31], [26], [13] the popularity of this classical form of
fallback authentication that was widely used has diminished.
Nevertheless, we wanted to understand the usability aspects,
4

who measured that 33 %, 50 %, and 75 % of users had started
an account recovery after the mentioned periods.

as it is still in use today. During account creation, participants
select answers for three personal knowledge questions. We
have selected four “classical” questions that were in use for a
long time, but are rather easy to guess (cf. [13], [26]):
•
•
•
•

“What
“What
“What
“What

is
is
is
is

The study is framed as being about long-term performance
trends in a mental rotations test (MRT) (cf. Section IV-D). Participants are debriefed after the third stage. Before the study,
participants are made aware of the length of the commitment.
Participants are compensated for each stage individually, with
increasing compensations for the later stages in an attempt to
mitigate attrition.

your mother’s maiden name?”
your city of birth?”
your favorite sports team?”
the name of your high school?”

In addition, we have selected four questions with presumably slightly better security properties, following previous
findings [3].
•
•
•
•

Stage 1: Registration At the beginning of the first stage,
participants create an account on the website for which we ask
them to provide an email address and a password. Depending
on the assigned fallback authentication scheme additional
information needs to be provided as part of the registration
process. We explain that the long running time of the study
may make fallback authentication necessary. Afterward, the
contributors complete the primary task for the first time. A
demographic questionnaire concludes the first stage.

“What is the name of the street where you grew up?”
“What is the first name of your best friend?”
“Who was your favorite film star or character in school?”
“What is the last name of your favorite elementary school
teacher?”

For account recovery, two out of the three registered
questions are randomly selected, and the user has to provide
correct answers for both of them. We accept answers that have
an edit distance of at most one, we ignore capitalization, and
special characters, as well as spaces, are removed.

Stage 2: Two-week callback All contributors are emailed
after two weeks to return and complete the primary task a
second time. They have to log in using their email address and
password combination but are also able to reset their password
using the respective fallback authentication mechanism.

5) Browser Fingerprinting: The browser fingerprinting approach is different from the previous approaches in that it does
not require user interaction, and that it is typically used in
addition to other factors in the background (cf. [1], [25], [11],
[16]). In this study, we collect browser fingerprints from all
participants in all steps, and will later evaluate how much additional security the fingerprint will likely give us in a fallback
authentication scenario. We collect features including the IP,
various client-side browser features, and information about the
operating system using a JavaScript library developed as part
of a browser fingerprinting study by Pugliese et al. [25].

A critical challenge in our study is gauging dropout rates.
This step is included to remind participants about the study,
to select participants who will be more likely to come back
after an extended time, and to give further incentives to follow
through the entire study. Additionally, it will give us another
data point after 2 weeks.
Stage 3: 6/12/18-month callback Depending on their
assigned condition, contributors are emailed to return after
6 months, 12 months, or 18 months. When logging in, we force
a password reset using the fallback authentication scheme by
telling contributors that their password is incorrect regardless
of correctness. With this approach, we are able to measure
how many contributors successfully log in using their fallback
authentication mechanism. Additionally, we can measure how
many people got their password right. After logging in, contributors complete the primary task a third time, before we
disclose the real purpose of our study. At the end, we ask the
contributors to complete a usability questionnaire regarding the
reset process.

B. Recruitment
We will recruit participants online, using a crowdsourcing platform such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) or
Prolific. While MTurk is widely used, Prolific is explicitly
set up for academic research studies. Analyses have shown
that MTurk yields reasonable results, even though not adhering
to strict standards of experimental design [27]. Research has
shown that participants from Prolific are more equally distributed across the world, and tend to answer more honest than
people from MTurk while the data quality is comparable [23].
An online study is advisable as it provides an environment
close to when real fallback authentication occurs.
C. Procedure
The study takes place in three stages: registration, a shortterm callback after about 2 weeks, and a long-term callback.
Participants are assigned round-robin to one of the four fallback authentication schemes, described in Section IV-A. As
stated above, browser fingerprints are collected from all of
the contributors, regardless of their assignment. Additionally,
participants are assigned to one of three duration groups of
6 months, 12 months, and 18 months. These groups differ in
the timing of the recall of the fallback authentication scheme
and are chosen following findings from Bonneau et al. [3],

Fig. 2: An example of a mental rotations test (MRT) which is
used as a distractor task in the study.
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D. Primary Task
Very Difficult

We use an MRT [33], [38] as “primary task” in the study
(cf. Figure 2). The purpose of the primary task is to distract
the contributors from the real purpose of the study and to
increase the ecological validity of the authentication task.
Framing the long-term nature of the study as being a study
of the cognitive ability over time allows us to warn people
about the length of the commitment without revealing our
interest in the authentication step. The advantage of the MRT
is that it gives us a measure of how much attention participants
were devoting to the primary task. The MRT is also a strong
cognitive distractor, and should suitably prevent participants
from remaining focused on the authentication task. The results
from our pilot study suggest that this assumption also holds in
practice.

Schemes

Email

Neutral

Easy

33

SMS

Designates
Trustees

73

33

10

0

Very Easy

67

27

PKQ

33

30

25

22

30

50

11

30

75

100

Participants [%]

Fig. 3: A comparison that shows how participants of all
four fallback authentication schemes would finish the sentence
“Resetting my password was . . . ”. This question is part of the
usability questionnaire at the end of the third stage.

E. Metrics
To answer the proposed research questions, we collect
various data points. This includes quantitative information such
as the success rate, the overall time required, dropout rates,
number of profile updates, and issues during the process.

A. Results
From 74 participants who started the first stage, 44 completed all three stages. During the first stage, we recorded
12 dropouts, all of them after the assignment to a fallback
authentication scheme. While no one from the email group
backed out from the study, one participant of the SMS group,
four of the PKQ group, and seven persons who were assigned
to the designated trustees scheme did. For the recovery process,
we observed similar results.

Furthermore, we use a usability questionnaire to gather
qualitative data about the fallback process such as user sentiment and perceived effort. This includes questions about the
perceived time required to recover their account. Moreover,
we will ask questions regarding the perceived effort that was
required to reset the account, e. g., copying the reset code from
their phone or answering the personal knowledge questions. In
the case of a dropout, we also email the participants to ask for
additional feedback to learn more about the reasons for not
completing the recovery process. This could enable us also to
discuss issues related to privacy and trust.

All participants who received a reset link via email completed the account recovery. This is followed by the SMS
where 11 out of 12 participants successfully set a new password; in the PKQ case also 11 out of 12 did. From 12 persons
of the trustee scheme who initiated the password reset only 9
finished the account recovery.

F. Ethical Considerations

The best results regarding efficiency were achieved by the
email scheme. The average reset took only 34 seconds, and
75 % of the participants described the duration of the password
reset as a “Very short time.”

In order to be able to receive objective results for our comparison between the different fallback authentication schemes,
we try to drive the focus of the participants to the MRT. As
our institution does not have a review board, we minimize any
potential negative effects by following the ethical principles
laid out in the Belmont report [22]. This includes an informed
consent and a debriefing that explains the real purpose of the
study. Thus, we also conform to earlier research [34] that
proved the critical role of debriefings in pretextual studies.
V.

Difficult

The SMS scheme ranked second. The time-span for a reset
was 98 seconds on average which is nearly 3 times as long as
for the email scheme. The subjective ratings of the participants
still suggest that the scheme is efficient to use who describe
the time as “Very short” or “Short.”
The third most efficient scheme was the one based on PKQ.
In this case, two outliers lead to an average reset time of
16 minutes. The ratings from the participants differ as well.
Some stated that the password reset took a “Very short time,”
while the participant whose reset took 2 hours 37 minutes used
the term “Long time.”

P ILOT S TUDY

Between December 2017 and January 2018 we conducted a
pilot study for which we recruited students from our university.
As testing our implementation was the primary purpose of the
study, we reduced the time span between the first and second
stage to 1 week, as well as the period between stage two and
three to 3 weeks. Still, the results enable us to draw some first
conclusions even though they are of restricted validity due to
the limited extent of this pilot study. The pilot study deviated
from the description above in one detail only: The designated
trustees were not informed at enrollment time. Thus, we have
not checked the existence of the provide email addresses.

The mean reset time in case of the designated trustees
scheme was around 7 hours which is by far the longest time.
Here, we need to differentiate two approaches. Participants
who acted in the intended way and stated other persons as their
trusted took around 14 hours on average to reset the password.
The other group used three of their email accounts, and an
average reset took around 3 hours due to two outliers. The
6
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